
 

SYNOPSIS 

 

Battleship tells about the war between U.S. Navy and alien fleet. The aliens 

arrive to the earth in response to the NASA signal. In 2005, the American scientists 

discover a planet which they call Planet-G. This planet is believed to have a climate 

nearly identical to earth and habitable for human. In 2006, NASA launches The 

Beacon Project located in Oahu, Hawaii, in order to get feedback and access to 

exploit Planet-G. This deep space communication project transmits a powerfull signal 

from a communications array. Five alien’s spacecrafts, the aliens is the occupant of 

Planet-G, come in the direction to Hawaii. One of the spacecrafts which its function 

as their communications device collides with a satellite and crashes in Hong Kong 

while the four others land in water near Hawaii, the place where the RIMPAC 2012, 

the world’s largest international maritime exercise, is held. 

Alex Hooper drives up to the alien’s spacecraft. The alien’s spacecraft reacts and 

creates a force field that traps the three warships, the U.S.S. Sampson, U.S.S. John 

Paul Jones, and JDS Myoko. The aliens attack only the things that are considered 

endanger them. The alien’s spacecraft sends weapons to the island that destroy the 

military equipment and infrastructure but leaves the ordinary people/noncombatants 

alive. They also destroy the three warships they are trapped in force field. Some of 

alien foot-soldiers land on Oahu in order to use the NASA array. In this case, 

Samantha, Alex’s girlfriend thinks that the aliens plan to use the NASA array to 

signal their home planet to invade earth. In other words, a larger invasion might be 
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occur. Sam tries to get a communication device to contact Alex and warns about the 

threat. 

Alex Hooper and the surviving crew of the battle return to harbor and plan to 

reactive the U.S.S. Missouri, the old USA battleship that had been converted into a 

museum. They come back to the force field to battle the aliens. In the end, Missouri 

has the last shell. Alex decides to use it destroying the communications array on the 

island than destroying the last alien’s spacecraft. The shattered array makes the war 

end. The alien’s spacecraft is crumble immediately. 
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